Clinical feasibility of a magnetic resonance tracking system to guide the position of the scan plane during physiologic joint motion.
Unrestricted physiologic joint motion results in multidirectional displacement of the anatomic structures. When performing real-time magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of such a joint motion, continuous adjustment of the scan plane position may be required. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical feasibility of a method to guide the scan plane position during dynamic-motion MR imaging of freely moving joints. The location of a small tracker device (dedicated hardware) placed on the patient's skin overlying a joint was determined by an ultrashort MR sequence and used to automatically adjust the scan plane position prior to each dynamic-motion MR image. Using a vertically open MR unit, this MR tracking system was applied in ten dynamic-motion MR examinations to evaluate flexion/extension manoeuvres in the weight-bearing knee joint, and in ten dynamic-motion MR examinations of the shoulder joint to evaluate manoeuvres such as internal/external rotation of the humerus, stress testing of the glenohumeral joint and abduction/adduction manoeuvres. Average number of manoeuvre repetitions, total number of images and percentage of useful images per manoeuvre were calculated. Imaging time per scan plane for each manoeuvre was recorded. Average repetition of manoeuvres varied between 1.6 and 5.8, with an average number of 7 to 18 images per manoeuvre. Average percentage of useful images varied between 61% and 89%. Total imaging time per scan plane ranged between 1 min 10 s and 4 min 51 s. The MR tracking system to guide the slice position for each consecutive dynamic-motion MR image of the freely but slowly moving shoulder or knee joint was feasible for clinical use, providing a high percentage of useful images for each manoeuvre within a clinically acceptable time frame.